Embrace the change! -Change is a constant reality of software development, a reality that must be reflected in not only our software process but also our software production environment. With ever changing customer requirements, modifications to the object model are required during software development as well as after product distribution. The associated migration of existing persistent object data is a nontrivial problem. This paper presents the conceptualization and implementation of a tool for the automated migration of persistent object models. The migration is controlled by an XMI based description of the difference between the old and the new object model. Both, the schema and the data of the persistent object model are migrated efficiently and reliably.
Competitive pressure is forcing companies to introduce new versions of their software products with increased functionality to the market in ever-decreasing time intervals. Extreme programming for instance [2] promises a development process to cope with this dramatically shortened life-cycle.
However, agile software development with associated code-refactoring has its downsides as well. Short development cycles and fast assimilation to market requirements are possible, but this entails frequent enhancements and changes to the object model of the application under development. While changes to the object model and its corresponding program code are not necessarily crucial, due to modern development environments such as eclipse [4] , the migration of existing persistent object data in databases exposes the developer to supplementary, time consuming tasks. Usually, there are two possibilities to address this problem: The first is to write additional program code besides the related product which handles the migration of data. The second is to include the logic how to access old and new data in the application itself. The drawback with the first possibility is that there is no framework which handles the basics of data migration to support the developer. This part can be very tricky e.g. without security features to backup your database or an architecture that can cope with class-naming-conflicts. When adapting the second possibility the application is littered with code fragments only needed to differ between old and new data. This gets even worse when many new versions are built. Up to this point of time, no database vendor provides a suitable tool that addresses this migration problem in full complexity.
This results in the need for a tool which is capable in migrating the persistent object data from an aged software system to a new one in an automated, efficient and reliable way. With the aid of such a tool, data migration expenses will be greatly reduced and the overall quality of the product will be improved considerably.
This chapter focuses on the concept and the functionality of such a tool, referred to here as ShapeShifter. The application domain of ShapeShifter is mainly concentrated on the object oriented software development cycle in conjunction with databases, where it improves data migration in terms of efficiency, traceability and quality. ShapeShifter is written in Java and in its present state is able to migrate object oriented databases from the Versant Corporation [11] .
However, ShapeShifter is not basically limited to the Versant Database. Due to its flexible architecture and well designed interfaces, support for additional databases such as Oracle, DB2 or other relational databases is easily achievable and is already in preparation.
XMI -DESCRIBING OBJECT MODELS
Any changes made to the object model entail knock-on changes to both the database schema and the persistent data. Although, small tools to support migration are delivered by the database vendors, these tools are insufficient and most of the migration work has to be done manually [3] .
However, the migration process could be automated to a great extent, because most of the information you need is already at hand. The object model for both the new and old systems are available as source code and therefore also as a UML description (Unified Modeling Language) [1, 5] .
Due to the fact that many different object oriented languages and case tools exist it would not be advisable for a tool developer to focus on a proprietary language specification or a special case tool file format. For further processing, a standardized, platform-independent representation of the object model should be used. The XMI-standard (XML Metadata Interchange) adopted by the Object Management Group (OMG) [10] is particularly suitable for this. XMI provides a complete textual description of object oriented models, which is in contrast to graphically description techniques like for instance the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [5] more suitable for further automatic processing and transformation operations.
The main goal in the development of XMI was the creation of a vendor independent industry-standard for a model interchange format. Currently all major CASE-Tools, as well as some other tools such as the XMI Toolkit of IBM Alphaworks [7] , can directly generate XMI from the existing source code or the UML description.
XMI -DESCRIBING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OBJECT MODELS
XMI has a very important feature: It allows the description of the difference between two object models. This feature can be used to describe the migration of object models as a sequence of primitive operations on the object model. If the difference is "added" to the old version of the object model, the result will be the new one. As mentioned above, XMI-Descriptions of the object model can be generated very easily.
Creating the XMI-Difference description is a lot more difficult, as this cannot be automated completely, with additional information from the developer needed. Formally spoken is this an undecidable problem [12] .
To explain this, we give a short example: There is no difference for the resulting schema when changing the type of the attribute address from String to Address through an XMI.replace on the address attribute or by deleting it with XMI.delete and inserting the new Address attribute with the XMI.add operation.
The end result of the whole data-migration process though would be totally different in these two cases. In the first case, the data must be converted from the String to the Address class, in the second case the data has to be deleted and the new Address attribute has to be initialised with a default value.
To sum up, tools like XMLDiff from IBM Alphaworks [7] , can only generate suggestions which still have to be reworked by the developer. If an XMI-Difference description is available, the schema migration can be done automatically. In the case of the data-migration though, this is generally not possible, as special converters and other additional information has to be prepared. This means that in most cases custom code has to be developed in order to migrate data with ShapeShifter. Figure 2 shows the main components and interfaces of ShapeShifter. The Migration Engine is the primary component of ShapeShifter which is used to manage the whole migration process. It takes control of the workflow of the migration and for this purpose it uses the offered services of the components below it as needed to perform all the tasks.
COMPONENTS OF SHAPESHIFTER
The XMI Parser & Validator processes the XMI input file and accepts only valid XMI files matching the respective DTD (Document Type Definition) [6] . The Database Manager handles all physical access operations like copying or deleting databases. The Schema Manager enables the Migration Engine to make changes to the object schema of the database. The
Instance Manager provides read and write access on object instances.
For initialization of new classes that are created in the migration process, the Initializer Framework is used. The data migration is handled by the Converter Framework. These two frameworks provide standard converters and standard initializers for standard data types. For instance, the conversion of int to long is a standard conversion, whereas the migration of the custom attribute address from Figure 1 needs a custom converter, which can be included via the plug-in framework of ShapeShifter which will be explained later.
The Migration Verifier will check the database for consistency after the migration. The Protocol Manager documents the whole migration process. The first virtual machine (Java VM1) holds the Migration Engine as the primary component. In this process, the migration is controlled and coordinated. The second virtual machine (Java VM2) provides access to the original persistent object model. The third virtual machine provides access to the new persistent object model, plus it contains the Schema Manager in order to be able to make changes to the database schema. There are several reasons why three virtual machines are needed. One of them is a configuration issue: For instance, if a migration is done from an old database version to a new one and the database interface does not allow the usage of both versions at the same time.
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Another reason is the migration between different Java versions. As RMI is compatible between different Java releases it provides a common representation of the migrated data. In many cases two virtual machines are sufficient, so VM1 and VM2 or VM1 and VM3 can be put together.
However, at least two virtual machines are needed as due to the nature of migration, ShapeShifter needs to work with two classes which share the same name at the same time. This is not possible in a single virtual machine.
The core of the migration process is done in the first virtual machine (VM1). The data from the original and the new object model are transported via RMI and transformed in a neutral representation. The migration is performed and the resulting data is saved in the new persistent object model.
As mentioned in the introduction, in its present implementation ShapeShifter provides an adapter for migrating object oriented databases from the Versant Corporation. The Versant database is an object oriented database, providing an interface that meets the requirements of the ODMG [9] standard for accessing persistent object oriented data which is used by ShapeShifter.
The present implementation of the Versant database provides support for Java Data Objects (JDO) as well, which is not used by ShapeShifter so far. JDO is the latest interface standard of the ODMG for transparent object persistence.
The interfaces of the components accessing the database are the "DB Manager", the "InstanceManager" and the "SchemaManager". Adapters for other databases can easily be implemented. Thus ShapeShifter can be extended for use with e.g. Oracle or other well known databases. It is unnecessary to provide more information about the Versant database for explaining the concepts of object migration, as the user of ShapeShifter does not need to know details about the underlying database.
BASIC PROCEDURE OF THE MIGRATION
The Migration Engine follows a fixed procedure during the database migration. The database as a consequence is always in a well defined state. Figure 4 illustrates the principal procedures of ShapeShifter during the migration of a database. 
Parsing and validation of XMI input
The XMI Parser & Validator reads the XMI input and examines it.
Schema migration
A new database is created with a new schema. The data from the old database is copied into the new one, as far as this is possible.
Initialisation with default values
If specified in the XMI input, new attributes and classes will be alocated with default values.
User-specific initialization
The user-specific initialization program code, which is referenced in the XMI input, will be executed.
Standard data migration
The supported standard Data-Migration directives are executed as specified in the XMI description.
User-specific data migration
The user-specific data migration program code, which is referenced in the XMI input, will be executed.
Examination of the new database.
The Migration Verifier examines the database, to assess whether or not it is in a consistent state and if it is accessible by the newly created schema.
Cleanup environment
The database and other components will be de-initialized. Memory will be deallocated.
ACCESSING PERSISTENT OBJECTS DURING MIGRATION
As shown in the previous section ShapeShifter follows a determined workflow which always keeps the database in a well defined state. User specific convertion or initialization code is executed at specific points within the scope of this workflow. At the beginning of the data migration, the new version of the database already contains all data from the original one, as far as the schema allows it. Accessing the database objects is done with the use of handles. Currently only attributes of persistent objects can be accessed with
ShapeShifter. Calling methods of persistent objects has not yet been implemented.
To allow easy access to the database objects, ShapeShifter provides several interfaces for the user, as shown in Figure 5 and 6. The interfaces can be looked upon as providing two basic types of functionality; on the one hand, there are interfaces for finding classes and creating objects; on the other hand there are interfaces for the manipulation of objects and attributes. The new and old classes can cross-access the old and new schema respectively. In Figure   5 this is expressed through the generalization of PClassNewIf and PClassOldIf which both expand PClassIf.
With the method getField() in PClassIf, field descriptors for the access to the fields of the instances of the classes can be retrieved. The interface for PfieldIf is shown in Figure 6 .
Additionally PclassIf provides a getInstances() method to retrieve the object instances for the calling class. The new object instances can be manipulated in the ways permissible by the interface of PObjectNewIf in Figure 6 . It could be noted that only object instances in the new database can be manipulated. 
EXAMPLE MIGRATION
The following simple example demonstrates how a migration can be performed with ShapeShifter. For this purpose, the example makes use of the demonstration migration shown earlier in Figure 1 .
At first, the class Company contains a simple string attribute address. Next, a evolution in the datamodel takes place and a new class called Address is created that is referenced from the class Company. The data from the original address strings must not be deleted and has to be inserted in the appropriate fields in the new Address class.
To accomplish this task, two steps have to be performed: First, a converter class needs to be created, which copies the original data from the attribute address of the class Company into the attributes street, city and zip of the new class Address. Second, a XMI difference file has to be written, which calls the converter class and creates the new class Address with the appropriate attributes.
The XMI difference file in Figure 7 describes the exact procedure of the migration for
ShapeShifter. Compared to the XMI difference file in Figure 1 , it is interesting to see that the file has been extended with a few "XSHS-Tags". These extensions to the XMI-Standard are necessary for ShapeShifter to perform the migration properly. The extensions consist of directives to include appropriate plug-ins, respectively user specific converters.
<XMI.difference xmi.id="_1" href="package|user"> <XMI.replace xmi.id="_1.1" href="attribute|user.Company.address"> <XSHS.attribute xmi.id="_1.1.1" visibility="private" name="address" href="class|user.Address"> <XSHS.convert xmi.id="_1.1.1.1" type="String2PObjectNewIf" href="class|converter.String2Address"> <XSHS.source xmi.id="_1.1.1.1.1" href="attribute|user.Company.address"/> <XSHS.target xmi.id="_1.1.1.1.2" href="attribute|user.Company.address"/> </XSHS.convert> </XSHS.attribute> </XMI.replace> <XMI.add xmi.id="_1.2" href="package|user"> <XSHS.class xmi.id="_1.2.1" visibility="public" name="Address"> <XSHS.superclass xmi.id="_1.2.1.1" href="class|java.lang.Object"/> <XSHS.attribute xmi.id="_1.2.1.2" visibility="private" name="zip" href="basetype|String"/> <XSHS.attribute xmi.id="_1.2.1.3" visibility="private" name="street" href="basetype|String"/> <XSHS.attribute xmi.id="_1.2.1.4" visibility="private" name="city" href="basetype|String"/> </XSHS.class> </XMI.add> </XMI.difference> The XMI file is divided into two parts: One XMI.replace part and one XMI.add part. The XMI.replace part converts the original data from the address string to the corresponding fields in the new Address class. This is realized by the converter class String2Address using the plug-in framework of ShapeShifter. The following tag in the XMI file is the XSHS.attribute tag, which may seem redundant, but is actually needed if the visibility of the attribute has to be changed.
The next tag, the XSHS.convert tag, specifies the converter class to be used, with the source and target of the conversion specified by the XSHS.Source and the XSHS.Target tags respectively.
In the XMI.add part, a new class called Address with the corresponding attributes is created which is self-explanatory when looking at the XMI file. Figure 8 shows the user specific converter class needed for this migration. As mentioned before, the execution of this class is specified in the XMI file. The task of the converter is to decompose the address string from the old class and to insert it into the appropriate fields in the new class.
When called, the converter is delivered the address string from the source class by the migration engine. If the converter is executed for the first time (pclass==null) it has to acquire the references for the attributes, but this has to be done only once.
With the method pclass.createObject(), a new address object is created. The attributes are set with the method setStringValue(). The methods extractStreet(), extractCity() and extractZip() are used for the decomposition of the appropriate data from the address string. The implementations of the extracting methods are not shown here as they are negligible.
The combination of the XMI file from Figure 7 and the converter plug-in from Figure 8 serve as input for ShapeShifter. The migration of the schema and the data can then be performed automatically.
public class String2Address implements CString2PObjectNewIfIf { private static PFieldIf pfStreet, pfCity, pfZip; private static PClassNewIf pclass = null; public PObjectNewIf convert(String source) { PObjectNewIf result = null; // The follwing variables have to be set only once if (pclass == null) { InstanceSessionIf session = InstanceSessionManager.getCurrent(); pclass = session.locateNewClass("user.Address"); pfStreet = pclass.getField("street", "java.lang.String"); pfZip = pclass.getField("zip", "java.lang.String"); pfCity = pclass.getField("city", "java.lang.String"); } // Create the Adress Object and set the variables result = pclass.createObject(); result.setStringValue(pfStreet, extractStreet(source)); result.setStringValue(pfCity, extractCity(source)); result.setStringValue(pfZip, extractZip(source)); return result; } } Figure 8 . Converter plug-in
CONCLUSIONS
Migration of object models is a common task in today's agile software development, particularly in case of code refactoring. Suitable tools for the corresponding data migration are not yet available and a lot of work must be done by hand. The tools provided by the database vendors can only handle small parts of the work and fail when complex migrations have to be performed [3] .
In this domain, ShapeShifter provides a solution for the object oriented database Versant [11] . However, the market share of the Versant Corporation is very small compared to IBM or Oracle. Hence, the next step in the development of ShapeShifter should concentrate on the adaption of other database products. Other concepts are imaginable as well, like migration between different database vendors, for example Versant and ObjectStore, or even between different database technologies such as relational and object oriented databases.
Another area of application could be software testing. Automatic regression testing environments with separated test data like JXUnit [8] . If the schema changes, not only the application data needs to be migrated but also the complete set of test data. ShapeShifter can be used to migrate the test data automatically to the new schema and hence perform the migration of test data more efficiently.
